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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the objectives of present-day combinatorics is the development of 
a systematic theory of bijective proofs. Specifically, a large portion of classi- 
cal enumerative combinatorics consists of numerical identities involving the 
few kinds of special functions that have occurred so far in enumeration, 
such as binomial coefficients, Gaussian coeflicients, Stirling numbers, and 
Catalan numbers, to name some of the best known. 
Only in a small number of instances were these identities obtained as the 
results of specific enumeration of structures defined on finite sets. More 
frequently, combinatorial identities are obtained in other branches of 
mathematics, in the theory of special functions, in the classification of 
singularities of algebraic surfaces, in the computation of homotopy groups, 
etc. They are then turned over to the combinatorialist with the instruction 
that they should be “explained.” In our time, this injunction has been 
construed as the problem of inventing set-theoretic situations which would 
make a combinatorial identity evident, or which at least would succeed in 
doing away with what appears to be a baffling numerical coincidence, by 
showing that such a coincidence, far from being arbitrary, is instead 
obtained from two distinct ways of enumerating the same set. 
In the explosion of combinatorial work that has occurred in the last 
20 years, the art of concocting bijective proofs-or explanations-of 
combinatorial identities has been brought to a high degree of perfection. 
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The skill and ingenuity with which bijective interpretations have been 
given to the most dazzling combinatorial identities, ranging from charac- 
ters of the symmetric group to coefficients in the Taylor expansions of ellip- 
tic functions, have, however, further underlined the need for some system 
of working back from the numerical to the set-theoretic. No one would 
claim that innate combinatorial skill will ever be made unnecessary by 
some mechanical procedure (any more than the solvability of a word 
problem in logic makes any further proofs unnecessary); nonetheless, a 
systematic theory can only be the goal, whether explicit or implicitly taken 
for granted, of all work that goes into what a pessimist might name the re- 
proving of known identities by new techniques. Whether in combinatorics 
or elsewhere in mathematics, our goal is not only to prove, but eventually 
to understand, that is, to produce a proof that relies on a conceptual 
framework in which the evidence of a mathematical statement is all-but- 
immediate. 
It would be impossible to summarize the history of bijective proof theory 
in the last 20 years. Suffice it to say that most of the main actors are still 
living and working at their favored kind of bijections. We shall only recall 
the two immediate predecessors of the theory developed in the present 
work, namely, Andre Joyal’s theory of species, and the theory of Mobius 
functions of partially ordered sets, initiated by G.-C. Rota in 1963. In fact, 
the present work could be viewed as a synthesis of the two theories. 
Joyal’s notion of species can be viewed as playing vis-a-vis generating 
functions a role that is in many ways parallel to the role of random 
variables vis-a-vis probability distributions. It may not be remiss to recall 
that in the development of probability theory in the thirties there were 
some mathematicians who held to the last that random variables were 
useless, and all probabilistic work should be done directly with probability 
distributions. In our day, a similar resistance is felt in adopting the 
language of species in preference to direct computation with generating 
functions. Suffice it to say that, once one has gotten used to working 
directly with species, not only are computations made easier, but one no 
longer feels the need to verify the results of computations with generating 
functions. Species allow us to work on the objects themselves with opera- 
tions which pattern closely the classical operations on generating functions, 
including functional composition and the passage to equivalence classes 
under group action. In other words, the concept of species and the calculus 
of species, introduced by Joyal and since developed by several mathe- 
maticians (e.g., F. Bergeron, G. Labelle, P. Leroux, 0. Nava, G.-C. Rota, 
W. Schmitt, and the Quebec school of combinatorics), realizes the program 
of translating combinatorial identities with exponential generating func- 
tions (or Hurwitz series) directly into bijective identities on the sets them- 
selves. More recent work has shown that other kinds of generating func- 
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tions, for example, generating functions in inlinitely many variables and 
Dirichlet generating functions, can be subjected to a similar kind of treat- 
ment. 
The program of bijectivization of combinatorics, however, ran into a 
major difficulty since its very beginning with John Riordan and E. T. Bell. 
It is well known that combinatorial identities tend to come in pairs. The 
two identities belonging to a pair are usually said to be “inverse” to each 
other. For example, to “every” identity pertaining to binomial coefficients 
one can associate an identity pertaining to Comtet’s multiset coefficients, 
obtained from the original identity by a judicious sprinkling of minus signs, 
and an even more judicious change of some of the binomial coefficients 
into multiset coefficients. To this day, no one has given an adequate 
theoretical framework to this technique. 
It has been claimed, however, that the “inverse” of a given combinatorial 
identity, whenever it exists, should be related to the given identity by some 
kind of sieving process. The best-known and most efficient combinatorial 
sieving process to date is Mobius inversion on a finite partially ordered set. 
In fact, Mobius inversion, supplemented when necessary by Stanley’s 
reciprocity theory, and by the Garsia-Milne involution principle, can be 
brought in to explain a great deal of “dual” identities, beginning with those 
where a simple application of the inclusion-exclusion principle suffices, and 
working up to delicate telescoping sums on partitions. 
Identities involving cancellations and minus signs are ill-fitted to be dealt 
with in the original theory of species. Joyal himself has made some (as yet 
unpublished) suggestions as to how this might be overcome. It is the pur- 
pose of this work to extend Joyal’s theory of species to include “bijective” 
proofs involving cancellation. Our main new notion is that of a Mobius 
species, which we proceed to describe. 
Whereas the basic valuation on a finite set is the cardinality, it turns out 
that for finite partially ordered sets with unique maximal and minimal 
elements there are at least two valuations demanding equal rights. One of 
them is the ordinary cardinality, where the partial order is irrelevant. The 
other one is the value ~(6 T) of the Mobius function of the partially 
ordered set, evaluated at the two extremes, sometimes known as the 
Mobius invariant. This invariant behaves relative to sums and products of 
partially ordered sets in exactly the same way as ordinary cardinality does 
for ordinary sets; in fact-we hope to have shown in the present text--even 
with respect to the more delicate operations on sets, such as the operation 
of making assemblies and the set-theoretic analog of functional composi- 
tion of formal power series, discovered by Joyal for sets, which we extend 
to partially ordered sets. 
Thus, we extend the notion of species by taking as our base category not 
the category of finite sets and bijections, as Joyal does, but the category of 
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finite disjoint unions of finite partially ordered sets with unique maxima 
and minima. 
With this as the base category, all of Joyal’s theory can be extended. A 
Mobius species is defined as a functor from the category of sets to this base 
category; the generating function of a Mobius species is computed by 
replacing the cardinality of a finite set by the evaluation of the Mobius 
function. In this way, one accounts for generating functions having negative 
terms. 
All operations of Joyal’s theory are extended to Mobius species. There is, 
in addition, a new feature in the present theory. We introduce a technique 
whereby one can associate to an ordinary species a Mobius species which 
is, in a natural way, its inverse. The word “inverse” can be understood in 
several senses, according as one considers additive inverses, multiplicative 
inverses, or inverses relative to the functional composition of generating 
functions. In each case we succeed in associating with a given species a par- 
tially ordered set of subspecies relative to the operation in question, and 
this partially ordered set leads to the Mobius species that is inverse to the 
given species, and whose generating function is inverse in one of the three 
senses. 
The actual definitions require a certain amount of categorical baggage to 
reach complete rigor, but we hope that the categorical language we are 
forced to use will not obscure the basic combinatorial simplicity of our 
constructions. 
We have sprinkled throughout the text a large number of examples, 
several of which are drawn from the classical combinatorial literature. In 
fact, we believe, that except for a handful of oddities, all examples of 
inverse “relations” given in the classical treatises of Riordan and Comtet 
can be given Mobius-bijective interpretations by the methods introduced in 
the present work. 
We are pleased to acknowledge our indebtedness to the pioneering work 
of David Reiner, who intuited some of the present theory at a time when 
some of the basic spadework had not yet been carried out, as well as to 
Gian-Carlo Rota, who brought us together into a collaboration that has 
survived the distance of several thousand miles between the authors. 
2. JOYAL’S AND MOBIUS SPECIES 
2.1. Joyal’s Theory of Species 
Joyal’s theory of species provides set-theoretic interpretations of formal 
power series operations. Specifically, consider formal power series in one 
variable x (called Hurwitz series) of the form 
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ft.K)= C ak $, 
k>O 
where the ak’s are integers. These series form a ring under ordinary addi- 
tion and multiplication; let Z [ [x] ] denote this ring. Furthermore, if g(+y ) 
is a Hurwitz series without constant term, the functional composition off 
and g is defined as the series 
f(g(x))= 1 ak $$. 
k>O 
The theory of species gives combinatorial interpretations for these and 
other operations when the coefficients of the Hurwitz series are non- 
negative. A quick review of this theory will now be given. The reader is 
referred to [4] for a fuller exposition. 
Let B be the category of finite sets and bijections. A species is defined as 
a (covariant) functor M: B + B. For a finite set, E, the image of E under 
the species A4 (written M[E]) is called the set of all structures (or 
M-structures) with label set E. 
If f: E + F is a bijection of finite sets, the map M[f 1: M[E] + M[F] 
can be visualized as a bijection which transports M-structures on E to 
M-structures on F via a relabelling given by f: The bijection m’ = M[ f ] m 
(m E M[E]) is called an isomorphism between m and m’. Let e/(M) denote 
the category whose objects are M-structures and whose morphisms are 
isomorphisms of M-structures. 
It two species A4 and N are naturally isomorphic, write M= N. M and 
N are said to be equipotent (ME N) if IM[E]l = (N[E]I for all finite sets 
E; this is a weaker condition. 
0 is the species O[ E] = @ for all E E B. 1 is the species 1 [E] = {a} if 
E= 0 and 1 [E] = 0 otherwise. X is the singleton species X[E] = {E} if 
/El = 1 and X[ E] = @ otherwise. U is the uniform species U[ E] = {E 1 for 
all finite sets E. Given any species M, define the species MO by 
MoLEI = WEI 
if E=@ 
0 otherwise. 
By functoriality, IM[E]] depends only on the cardinality 
Define a generating function for M by 
M.x)= c IMCnll 5, 
,t 2 0 
where M[n] denotes M[{ 1, 2, . . . . n}]. 
of the set E. 
The combinatorial operations on species will now be reviewed. 
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The sum of two species M and N is the species A4+ N given by 
(M+ NICE] = M[E] + N[EI, 
where the sum on the right is disjoint set union. 
The product M. N of the species M and N is defined as 
(M.N)CEI = 1 NE,1 x NC&l, 
E, + E2= E 
where the sum ranges over all ordered pairs (E,, E,) such that E, n E2 
= @ and El u E2 = E. In particular, an M. N-structure on E will be an 
ordered pair (m, n) of structures where m E M[E,] and n E N[E,]. 
To obtain an analog for composition, the intermediate operation of 
divided powers is needed. Let N be a species such that N[IZ(] = 0, and let 
k be a positive integer. A k-assembly of N-structures on E is a partition 71 
of E with k blocks (InI = k) where each block is endowed with an 
M-structure. In other words, it is a set (ns : BE JC} where nB E N[B]. 
The divided kth power yk(N) of N is the species of all k-assemblies of 
N-structures. 
(Z7[E] is the set of partitions of E). The exponential exp(N) is the species 
of all assemblies of N-structures. 
The substitution M(N) of the species M and N where N[O] = 0 is 
defined as follows: M(N)[E] consists of all pairs (a, m) where a is an 
assembly of N-structures on the set E (a E exp(N)[E]), and m is an 
M-structure on the associated partition, n, of the assembly a (m E M[x]). 
Symbolically, 
WNCEI = c n NBI xMCn1. 
nEn[E] Ben 
The derivative M’ of a species A4 is defined as 
M’[E] = M[E+], where E+ = Ev {E). 
The pointed species M* of the species M is 
M*[E] = Ex M[E] 
={(e,m):eEE, mEM[E]}. 
These operations correspond to their generating functions in the desired 
manner. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let M and N be species. Then 
1. (M+N)(x)=M(x)+N(.u) 
2. (M.N)(x)=M(x).N(x) 
3. if NC/a] = 0, then 
4. if NC@] = (21, then 
exp(N)(.~) = exp(W)) 
5. if N[0] = 0, then 
M(N)(x) = M(N(x)) 
6. M’(x) = (M(x))’ 
6. M*(x) =x . (M(x))‘. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 (Enriched Rooted Trees). The fiber of a vertex of a 
rooted tree is the set of the vertex’s children. For a species M, a tree is said 
to be M-enriched if each of its fibers is provided with an M-structure (not 
forgetting the empty fibers). Write A,,, for the species of M-enriched trees. 
More examples of species will appear in subsequent sections. 
2.2. Theory of Miibius Species 
The goal of this subsection is to develop a theory analogous to Joyal’s 
theory of species which yields a natural set-theoretic interpretation of 
power series with (possibly negative) integer coefficients. We begin with a 
summary of basic combinatorial concepts used in this work. 
2.2.1. Notation and Terminology 
A partial order (denoted by Q ) on a set P is a relation which is reflexive, 
transitive, and antisymmetric (x < J’ and y < x implies x = y). A partially 
ordered set or poset, (P, < ), is a set P together with a partial order. A 
poset is usually referred to by its set, i.e., “the poset P.” Only finite posets 
will be considered. 
An interval [x, y] for X, y E P is the set (2 E P : .Y < 2 < y f. A poset is 
said to have a 6 or i^ if it has a unique minimal of maximal element, respec- 
tively. Note that an interval can be thought of as a poset with 0 and 1 (and 
vice versa). 
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The direct product of two posets (P, < P) and (Q, Ge) is a poset 
<PxQ, -<pxQ > where (x,.v)~~~~ (x’, y’) if and only if x Q, x’ and 
Y GQ Y’. 
An order isomorphism between two posets (P, GP) and (Q, Go) is a 
bijective function f: P + Q such that x 6 P .v if and only if f(x) Go f( y). 
Let P be a poset, and let C be the field of complex numbers. The 
incidence algebra Z(P) of the poset P consists of all functions fi P x P + C 
such that f(x, y) = 0 unless x <y. The sum of two functions and scalar 
multiplication is defined as usual. The product (or convolution) f * g is 
given by 
f* ,dx, Y)' 1 f(x, z) ‘e, u). 
J G z < ., 
The unit element 6 is 
if x=-v 
otherwise. 
The zeta function of the incidence algebra is defined by 
if x<y 
otherwise. 
The inverse of [ under the convolution is called the Miibius function, p. 
Specifically, 
c Ax, z) &, Y) = 1 i(x, z) P(Z, Y) 
.‘i < z < ., .Y s z < ., 
= &x, Y). 
The Mobius function is multiplicative. Let P and Q be (finite) posets and 
let P x Q be their direct product. If (x, y) < (x’, y’) in P x Q, then 
pPxQ(tX, y), cx’, ,“)) = pPcx, x’) pQ(& y’). 
See [ 1,9] for more about the incidence algebra and the Mobius function. 
The following combinatorial structures will appear in later examples. 
A chain is a (finite) poset where every two elements are comparable (i.e., 
x<y or y <x). The length of a chain is one less than its cardinality. Note 
that the chain has 6 and 1. Let C, be the chain (1 < 2 < ... <H}. Then 
i 
1 if i=j 
p(i, j)= -1 if i+l=j 
0 otherwise. 
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Let B, be the Boolean poset of all subsets of a finite set, S, where X< Y 
if and only if XG Y. (B@ is the singleton poset.) Then for Xd Y, 
where 1x1 is the cardinality of the set X. In particular, 
p( a, S) = ( - 1 )‘“I. 
A partition of a finite set, S, is a set of disjoint nonempty subsets of S 
whose union is S. The subsets of S making up the partition are called 
blocks. Let Z7[S] denote the poset of the set of partitions of S ordered 
by refinement: a partition, n, is less than a partition, G, if every block of 
rc is contained in a block of CJ. (I7[@] is the empty poset.) For S # a, 
ZZ[S] has a a= ({x’ r : XE S} and a I= (S}. Suppose that a partition 
0 = (B, ) . ..) Bk} where Bi is partitioned into E., blocks in 7~. Write Z7[n] for 
I7[ { 1, 2, . . . . n > 1. Then 
[7c, a] 2 ZZ[j.,] x . . . x Z7[Ak]. 
Let P be the Mobius function for IZ[S]. Then 
~(6,i)=(-l)‘s’~‘(IsI-l)!. 
The Mobius function is now completely determined by multiplicity. 
2.2.2. Miibius Species 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Int be the category of finite families of finite posets 
with d and 1, where the morphisms are bijective functions f: A + B such 
that if f(Z) = I’ then I and I’ are isomorphic as posets. Define a Mtibius 
species as a functor M: B + ht. 
Using the Mobius function, we define an analog of set cardinality for 
objects of ht. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For A E obj Int, define the Miibius cardinality 
(If I=@, set ~,(0,1)=0.) 
By functoriality, if E and F are finite sets such that I El = IFI then 
11 M[E] /I = 11 M[F] (I. This leads to an analog of the generating functions for 
species. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let A4 be a Mobius species. The Miibius generating 
function for M is 
Mob M(x) = 1 llM[n]Ij 5, 
lZ>O 
where M[n] denotes MC ( 1, 2, . . . . n> 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Mobius species are a generalization of Joyal’s species. 
More specifically, given a Joyal’s species, the associated Mobius species 
treats each M-structure as a singleton poset. In this manner, the species 
0, 1, and X have associated Mobius species; refer to them by the same 
symbols. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let U-i be the Mobius species of Boolean posets 
(U-‘[El = (BE}). Then 
Miib U-‘(x)= c (-1)” $=exp(-x). 
n20 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let U ,< - ’ ) be the Mobius species of nonempty partition 
posets (U, <-‘)[E] = {n[E]) if E# 0; otherwise, U,<-‘)[E] = 0). Then 
Mob U,<-‘)(x)=log(l +x). 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Recall that L is the species of linear orders. For 1~ L[E], 
define a poset [6, Z] of all initial segments of I where for I,, I, E [b, 11, 
I, < I, if and only if I, is an initial segment of 1,. 
For example, suppose that I is the linear order x,, x2, ,.., x,. Think of I 
as the word x,x2 . . . x, ; do likewise for the initial segments. Then the poset 
[6, r] is the chain { 0, xi, xi x2, . . . . x1 x2 . . . x, > of length n. 






Mob L-‘(x)= 1 -xx. 
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Notice that the generating functions for the Mobius species U-’ and 
L-l are the multiplicative inverses of the generating functions for the 
species U and L, respectively. Similarly, the generating function for 
the Mobius species U, <- ‘) is the compositional inverse of the generating 
function for the species UO. This is more than mere coincidence; the 
reasons will be given in Section 3. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let Pk be the Mobius species 
PJE]={[br]: 7c E Z7[E] has k blocks and [a, rc] is an interval of n[E] }. 
BY PI> 
IIP~C~lll = 1 ~(0, n) = 4~ k), 
1x1 =k 
where s(n, k) is the Stirling number of the first kind. Hence, 
Mob Pk(.x) = c s(n, k) ;. 
n20 
The combinatorial operations for species have analogs in the theory of 
Mobius species. First of all, an appropriate notion of Cartesian product is 
required. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Define the product 3 : Int x Int -+ Int as 
A 5 B=(Z,xI*:I,EA,I,EB}, 
where A, BE obj Int and x is the direct product of posets. The product of 
morphisms is given by the product of maps. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A, BE obj Int and let Id denote the set whose unique 
element is a singleton poset. Then 
(a) IV x 4 = II-4 . IIBII 
@I IlId x All = IIAII = IIA x 14. 
Proof From the multiplicative properties of the Mobius function. 1 
By the properties of the product 5 and by Lemma 2.1, the definitions 
for the combinatorial operations and the corresponding behavior for the 
generating functions proceed as before. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let A4 and N be Mobius species and let E be a finite 
set. The combinatorial operations are defined below. 
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1. (A4+ N)[E] = M[E] + N[E]. 
2. (M.ma =CE,+E1=E mElI x N-%1. 
3. Suppose that NC@] = @. Then 
YkW~C~I = c I-I SCRIP 
xeI7[E] Btn 
Inl=k 
where I7 refers to the product 8. 
4. Suppose that NC@] = 0. Then 
wma= c n NW x JfCnl. 
ntII[E] Ben 
5. M’[E] =M[E+] where E+ = Eu {E}. 
6. M*[E] = (0 p : e E E) 8 M[E] where 0, is the singleton poset. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M and N be Miibius species. Their generating 
functions satisfy the following equalities: 
1. Mob(M+ N)(x) = Mob M(x) + Mob N(x). 
2. Mob(M. N)(x) = Mob M(x). Mob N(x). 
3. Zf N[@] = 0, then 
4. IfN[@] = 0, then 
Mob M(N)(x) = Mob M( Mob N(x)). 
5. Mob M’(x) = (Mob M(x))‘. 
6. Mob M*(x) = x . (Mob M(x))‘. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Recall that for any k-block partition rc = {II,, . . . . Bk}, the 
interval [b, rc] of the partition poset is isomorphic to the direct product 
Z7[B,] x ... x Z7[B,] where the order of the blocks is irrelevant. Hence 
(see Examples 2.4 and 2.6), 
P,= yk(u$-‘>) 
and the corresponding generating function yields the classical combina- 
torial identity 
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3. MOBIUS INVERSES 
Recall that Hurwitz series from a ring, Z[ [xl], under ordinary addition 
and multiplication. In addition, if f(x) and g(x) are Hurwitz series where 
g(x) has no constant term, then the functional composition f(g(x)) is 
well-defined. 
The additive inverse, -f(x), of f(- ) . x is a ways 1 a member of the ring 
Z[ [.x1]. Under certain simple conditions, the multiplicative inverse 
f-'(x) and the compositional inverse f '-l?(x) (i.e., f(f '-"(.u)) = 
,f< ’ )( f (x)) = x) are also in Z[ [xl]. The goal in this section is to develop 
a set-theoretic interpretation for these inverses. More precisely, given a 
Joyal’s species, M, the intent is to build Mobius species -M, Mp’, and 
M < -- 1 ) where 
Mob( - M)(x) = -M(x) 
Mob M-‘(s)= M(.x)-’ 
Mob M<-“(x)= M(x)(~‘>. 
3.1. C-Monoids 
In each case, the first step is to construct something like a monoid 
(called a “c-monoid”) on the corresponding M-structures. The c-monoid 
will induce a partial order. Then by considering appropriate intervals of the 
resulting poset, Mobius species with the desired properties can be created. 
The general theory for c-monoids will be developed here. Subsequent 
subsections will cover the three types of inverses. 
A quick review of algebraic monoids will provide an outline for the 
development of c-monoids. Let Y be the family of sets. The Cartesian 
product of sets is associative in the obvious way; for any S,, S,, and S3 in 
9, let a: (S, x S,) x S, + S, x (S, x S,) denote the associative map. 
A monoid in Y is a triple (S, p, 1) consisting of a nonempty element S 
of Y, a function p: S x S + S, and an element 1 ES such that 
1. (associativity ) The following diagram commutes: 
(SxS)xS~ Sx(SxS) idxp ,sxs 
I 






(id stands for the identity map). 
2. For all s E S, 
(a) (right identity) p(s, 1) = s 
(b) (left identity) ~(1, s) = s. 
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A c-monoid is a categorical analog of a monoid with a few additional 
properties. A c-monoid can be developed using the standard concept of 
a categorical monoid; however, the following explanation is somewhat 
simpler to understand. 
Let d be a category of categories such that for any element A in d 
the morphisms of A are isomorphisms. Furthermore, suppose that 
0 : d x d + ~4 is a bifunctor such that 
1. For any A i , A2 E d, A i 0 A, is a subcategory of the product 
category A i x A,. (Subsequent notation will reflect this.) 
2. For any A i, A,, A, E d, there is a natural isomorphism 
a:(A,UA,)OA,-iA,O(A,OA,) 
((%,4,4)H (a,, (a27 4117 
where uifz obj Ai, a; E obj A,, and u3 is isomorphic to a; in A,. (Assume 
that 0 is coherent. This does not present problems since only concrete 
natural examples are considered here.) 
DEFINITION 3.1. A c-monoid in ~4 is a triple (A, c, I) consisting of a 
nonvacuous element A E&, a functor c: A 0 A + A, and an Zc A such 
that 
1. (a) (associativity) The following diagram commutes: 
(AOA)OA~AO(AOA)=AOA 




P , A. 
Write al .a2 for c(ai, aa). 
(b) (left cancellation) For any a,, a,, a; E A such that (a,, u2), 
(a,,u~)~AClA,ifu,~u,=u,~u~thenu,=u~. 
2. (a) (right identity) The product c induces a natural isomorphism 
y: A Cl I-* A. In particular, for any a E A, y(u, i,(u)) = a iff a. iR(u) = a. 
(b) (left identity) The product c induces a natural isomorphism 
/I: Z 0 A + A. In particular, for any UE d, /?(iL(u), a’) =a iff a’ is 
isomorphic to a in A and iL(u) . a’ = a. 
(c) (no proper divisors of unity) If there is an iEZ and 
(u,,u,)~A 0 A such that u,.u,=ithen u,=i. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let & be the category whose objects are of the form 
eZ(M) where M is a species such that IM[O]l = 1, and whose morphisms 
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are the functors FB: eZ(M) -+ eZ(N) induced by the natural transformations 
fl: M --) N. Define the product 0 as 
el( M) 0 el( N) = el( A4 . N). 
Then (eZ( U), c, I) is a c-monoid in G?. where c: eZ( ZJ. U) ---f eZ( U) is set 
union and Z= { 0). &. will be studied in more detail in Subsection 3.3. 
A c-monoid, (A, c, I), induces a partial order on the objects of A. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (A, c, I) be a c-monoid. Define the relation < ~ on 
objects of A as 
al G, a3 iff there exists an azE A such that c(a,, al) =a3. 
Then this relation is a partial order. 
Proof: Reflexivity follows from the right identity property, transitivity 
from the associativity of c. 
Antisymmetry is the only condition left to check. Let aI, a2 E obj A such 
that a, <, a, and a, <, aI. By definition, there exist a3, a4 E obj A such that 
Hence 
a,.a,=a, and a2.a4=a,. 
(a, .a3).a4=a,. 
By associativity, there is an aI, in A isomorphic to a4 such that 
Note that by the left cancellation property, there is only one element of 
obj A that can act as the right identity for a,. (If there are two objects i and 
i’ such that a, . i= a, i’= (I~ then i= i’.) Thus, in the original problem, 
a3 .a:= i,(a,). By the no proper divisors of unity property, a3 = i,(a,). 
Therefore, a, = a2 as desired. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.2. For (eZ( U), c, I) in Example 3.1, the partial order <c is 
set inclusion. Let X and Y be finite sets where XL Y. Then c(X, Y - X) = 
xv Y= Y. 
The following lemma will be useful in subsequent subsections. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that (A, c, I) is a c-monoid in d, and a, E obj A. 
Let P,, be the poset {al E obj A: (a,,, a,) E A 0 A} with the order induced by 
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G,; and let IO,, = {a E obj A: a, 6,. a} be the upper order ideal of a,. Then 
P, is isomorphic to la,,. 
Proof. Define @: P,, + I, as @(a,) = a where a,. a, = a. This is the 
desired isomorphism. @ is injective by the left cancellation property; 
surjectivity is obvious. By associativity, @ and @ ~ ’ are order preserving. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let (eZ(.V), c, I) be as in Example 3.1, and let X be a 
finite set. Then 
P, = { Y finite set ) 
I,= {Z finite set: XCZ) 
and 
@(Y) = X+ Y (disjoint set union). 
3.2. Sum of Species 
This subsection provides a combinatorial interpretation for the additive 
inverse of a species. While the actual structure of the corresponding 
Mijbius species is not complicated (a chain of length one is associated to 
each M-structure), approaching this problem via c-monoids gives a flavor 
of what will follow. 
Let &+ be the category whose objects are of the form e/(M) + u where 
M is a Joyal’s species, and u is a singleton set which takes the identity 
arrow. The morphisms of &‘+ are the trivial extensions of the functors 
FB: e/(M) + eZ(N) induced by the natural transformations /?: M+ iV. 
Define the product 0 as 
(ef(M) + ul) q (ef(N) + 2~) = el(M+ N) + u1 x u2. 
Using the identity 
el(M+ N) = e/(M) x uz + u1 x cl(N), 
it is simple to verify that &+ and q have the desired properties; let a be 
the obvious isomorphism. 
For any object cl(M) + u in &+, a c-monoid structure can be given 
explicit y : 
c(m, e) = m 
c(e, m) = m 
c(e, e) = e, 
where m is an M-structure, and u = {e}. Set Z= (e}. 
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The c-monoid induces the following partial order (see Lemma 3.1): 
m<,m, e<.m, and e&e 
(no other relations hold). Call this poset P,. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let M be a species. The inverse Mobius species -A4 is 
defined as 
(-M)[E]={[e,m] :mEM[E]) 
(-WCfl(Ce, ml)= Cc Wflml, 
where [e, m] is an interval of P,, E and F are finite sets, and f: E -+ F is 
a bijection. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a species. Then 
Mob( -M)(x) = -M(x). 
Proof Since [e, m] is a chain of length one, 
II-WEllI= 1 p(e,m)= C (-I)= -IM[E]I. 1 
meM[E] mcM[E] 
3.3. Product of Species 
A Hurwitz series with positive coefficients has a multiplicative inverse in 
the ring iZ[ [x]] only when the constant term is equal to 1; this is reflected 
in the choice of species studied. Recall that JZI. is the category whose objects 
are of the form ef(M) where M is a species such that IM[O]] = 1; the 
morphisms are the functors FD: e/(M) -+ e/(N) induced by the natural 
transformations /?: M+ iV. Define the product 0 as 
el( M) 0 el( N) = el( A4 . IV). 
Then 0 is associative in a straightforward manner: 
a: eE((M, .M2) .M,) -+ el(M, .(M,.M,)) 
(Cm,, m2), m3)++ (ml, h, md), 
where mi is an M,-structure. 
Always assume that a c-monoid in sd. is graded: for any finite set E, 
c(~~WU=~ { ( c ml, mz) : (m,, mz)EM.M[E]} sM[E]. 
607/85/l-8 
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For any M-structure m EM[EJ (E a finite set), let ,2(m) = /El. Then for 
m, . m, = m, the graded condition gives A(m,) + A(m,) = l(m). 
The identity elements for c-monoids can be easily described. 
LEMMA 3.3 (Description of Identity Elements). Let (eZ(M), c, I) be a 
c-monoid in sd.. Then I= (6) w  h ere 0 denotes the unique element of MC@]. 
Proof: Let m be a M-structure, and suppose that iE eZ(M) satisfies 
rn. i= m. k(i) = 0 since A(m) + A(i) = A(m). Only the unique element of 
MC@] satisfies this property. 
Left identity is proved similarly. 1 
By Lemma 3.1, a c-monoid (eZ(M), c, I) in & induces a partial order on 
the M-structures by setting 
ml G m3 iff there exists an m, such that c(m,, m2) = m3. 
For any finite set, E, let P,[EJ be the poset 
P,CEI = u (ME,1 : 4 GE}, <<, 
> 
, 
where Q E is the restriction of the partial order (eZ(M), <,) to the elements 
of PM[E]. Write PM[n] for P, [ (1, 2, . . . . n}]. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. For the uniform species, ZJ, (eZ( U), c, I) is a c-monoid 
where c is set union and <c is set inclusion. P,[E] is the Boolean poset 
B E* 
For the species of linear orders, L, (cl(L), c, I) is a c-monoid where c is 
concatenation of linear orders. Suppose that I, and l2 are linear orders. 
Then 1, <, Z2 when I, is an initial segment of Z2. P,[E] consists of all initial 
segments of linear orders on E under the ordering <,. See Fig. 1. 
abc acb hoc bco cab cbd 
I I I I I I 
ob (Ic ba bc al cb 
v v v 
FIG. 1. PJ{cz, b, c}]. 
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It will be shown that the partial order P, [E] depends only on the size 
of the set E, not on the particular choice of labels. Furthermore, the 
sequence of posets (P,, <c)naO (P, = P,,[n]) will satisfy 
l (minimal element) For all n, P,, has a 0. 
l (upper interval) For any n and any m, E P,, Zm, is isomorphic to 
pn ~ i.(mq) where I,,,, is the upper order ideal of m, in P,. 
These properties will be crucial in defining a Mobius species M- ’ with 
the desired attributes. 
More formally, for any bijection f: E + F between finite sets, define 
PM Cfl : P, CEI -, P, [PI as 
PM Cfl m = KfE, 14 
where m E M[E, ] and fE, is the restriction of f to E, 
THEOREM 3.2. The family of posets {P, [E] : E a finite set} satisfies the 
following properties: 
1. P, [f ] : P, [E] + P,[F] is an order isomorphism. 
2. P,,[E] has a d equal to the unique element of MC@]. 
3. For finite sets E, E E and m,,E M[E,], the upper order ideal 
Z,,[E]= (mEP,,,,[E] :m,d,.m} is isomorphic to P,[E-E,]. 
Proof: (1) P, [f ] is clearly a bijection. 
Suppose that m,, m,, m3 E P, [E] where m, E M[E,], m2 E M[E,], 
m,EM[E3], and c(m,, m,)=m, (i.e., m, 6, mx). By the functoriality of c, 
PMMCf lfl*,= WfE,lm3 
= WfE,l c(mI, mz) 
= 4WfE,1 ml, KfE21 ~JJ 
= c(PAf 1 ml 9 PJf 14. 
Hencem,6,,m,ifandonlyifP,[f]m,6,P,[f]m3 
(2) Follows from the left identity property of a c-monoid and 
Lemma 3.3. 
(3) It suffices to consider the restriction of the isomorphism @ of 
Lemma 3.2 to P, [El. m 
COROLLARY 3.1. Zf m E M[E] and f: E + F is a bijection, then the inter- 
vals [o, m] of P, [E] and [b, M[f ] m] of P, [F] are isomorphic. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For finite sets E, c E and m,EM[E,], the sets 
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{Cm,, m] an interval of P, [E] : rnE M[E]} and {[a, m’] an interval of 
P,[E-El] :m’EM[E-El]} are isomorphic as objects of the category 
ht. 
The inverse Mobius species, M-l, can now be defined. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let (cl(M), c, I) be a c-monoid in &, . Define the 
Mobius species 
M-‘[E]=([O,m]:mEM[E]} 
M-'Cf ICR ml = CR MS Iml, 
where [b, m] is an interval of P, [El, and f: E + F is a bijection between 
finite sets. 
By Theorem 3.2, this Mobius species is well-defined. In addition, 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (cl(M), c, I) be a c-monoid in A. Then 
Mob M-‘(x) = M(x)-‘. 
Proof It is sufficient to show 
IM~II .IIM-‘b-kill =a,,o. 
By Theorem 3.2, it is enough to consider the behavior of P, [n] for n a 
non-negative integer. Write P, for PM[n], and ,u~ for pP,. 
= i 1 iA& m0). 1 h(mo, ml. 
k=O moeP. W?EP” 
I(mg)=k I(m) ==” 
By the upper interval condition (also see Corollary 3.2), 
= WCkll . ll~~lC~-klII 
since the number of m, E P, such that A(m,) = k is (i) IM[k] I. 1 
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Now for a plethora of examples. 
Suppose that a species A4 = exp(N) where N[O] = 0. Then 
(eZ(exp(N)), c, I) is a c-monoid where c is the union of the N-structures in 
the given assemblies. The inverse species exp(N) ~ ’ is 
exp(N))l [E] = {[a, a] : a E M[E]}, 
where [a, a] is the Boolean poset of the members (or parts) of a. 
For a=(n,:B~q ~,EN[B]} ( 71 is the associated partition of the 
assembly a), the interval [6, a] is isomorphic to the product of intervals 
(0 < ng). Hence 
exp(N) ~ ’ = exp( - N). 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Suppose that A4 = exp(N). Let W(n, k) be the number of 
assemblies m E M[n] with k parts. Then 
MobM-l(x)= 1 
?I>0 
c (-l)kW(n,k) 2 
k>O > . 
= M(x)-‘. 
For example, consider the species of partitions Z7= exp( U,). The product 
of the partitions rri = ({ 1,2}} and 7t2= { {3}, (4)) is the partition 
7c = ({ 1, 2}, (3}, (4)). In addition, the interval [6, n] is isomorphic to the 
Boolean poset B, since 71 has 3 parts. W(n, k) is the number of k-block par- 
titions of an n-element set. See Table I for more examples. In this table, U 
is the uniform species; C is the species of cyclic permutations; and A is the 
species of rooted trees. In addition, s(n, k) is the Stirling number of the first 
kind, and S(n, k) is the Stirling number of the second kind. 
Suppose that M = L(N) where L is the species of linear orders, and N is 
M 
TABLE I 
Examples of Species M = exp(N) 
exp(N) Wn, k) M6b M-‘(x) 
Uniform exp(X) 6 ev( -xl 
Partitions ev(Ud &, exp( 1 -e’ ) 
Permutations exp(Cd Mn, k)l 1 - x 
Rooted Forests evb%) (;l:;)fPk (Ena (n+ l)“*‘Y/n!)y’ 
Note. See text for further explanation. 
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a species such that N[O] = 0. Then (el(L(N)), c, I) is a c-monoid where c 
is the concatenation of the linear orders. The inverse species 
L(N)-’ [E-j = ([a, Z] : lcL(N)[E]}, 
where [fi, Z] is a chain of length the number of parts of 1.. 
The species L(N) = l/( 1 -N). Only chains of length 0 or 1 contribute 
non-zero values to the Mobius cardinality of the inverse species. Since a 
chain of length 1 corresponds to an N-structure with the trivial order, 
L(N))‘Zl-N, 
where N is regarded as a Mobius species. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. (1) The species of linear orders L = L(X). See 
Example 2.5 for a careful description of the inverse species. 
(2) A vertebrate is a tree with an ordered pair of (not necessarily 
distinct) vertices called the head and tail. The species of vertebrates 
V= L(A,,); the head (tail) is the root of the first (last) rooted tree in the 
linear order. By [4], 1 V[n]l = n”. Also, 
(3) Given a linear order, I, an order preserving contraction (one fixed 
point) f: I+ I can be visualized as the linear order I with an arrow from x 
to y if f(x) = y. The linear order, I’, of an order preserving map g: 1’ + I’ 
can be partitioned into segments such that g induces a contraction on each 
segment. Set Fig. 2. 
Let Con be the species of order preserving contractions where Con[E] 
consists of all order preserving contractions fi I+ I for all linear orders 
ZE L[E]. The species of order preserving maps F= L(Con,), and F-l 3 
1 - Con, as expected. 
FIG. 2. An order preserving function. 
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Given two c-monoids (e/(M), cl, I, ) and (ef(N), c2, I,) in &. , the 
product c-monoid (eZ(M . N), c, I, x Z2) is defined by 
d(m,, n,), (m2, n2))= (c,(m,, m,), c,(n,, Hz)) 
for ((m,, n,), (m,, n2))~eZ(M.N) q eZ(M.N). Using this construction, 
(M.N)-‘=M--‘.N-’ and (W-’ = (M-‘)k, 
where the equality symbol denotes the isomorphism of Mobius species. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Recall that eZ( U) has a c-monoid structure with set inclu- 
sion for the induced partial order. The c-monoid structure (eZ( U”), c, I) has 
the partial order 
(A,, AZ, . ..> A,) 6,. (B,, B,, . . . . Bk) iff A,LB, (1 dibk) 
for (A,, A,, . . . . Ak), (B,, B2, . . . . Bk) E el( Uk). Also, Mob Uk(s) = eekl. 
For a submonoid (G, +, 0) of (N, +, 0), and a species, M, define the 
species MG 
M, ca = WEI 
if IEIEG 
0 otherwise. 
Given a c-monoid (eZ(M), c, I) in d, M, has a natural c-monoid structure 
(4MG), cc t I) by setting 
c,(m,, m,)=c(m,, m2) 
for (ml,m,)~MGIE1]xMGIE~]~Mc[E] where E,+E,=E and IE,\, 
l&l E G. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. For a positive integer, k, let (k) = kN be the submonoid 
of multiples of k. Then eZ( UC,,) consists of sets of size nk (n E N) ordered 
under set inclusion. For k = 2, U,,,(x) = (e-’ + e -“)/2. 
Similarly, eZ(Ltkl) consists of linear orders of size nk ordered under initial 
segments. 
Suppose that an equivalence relation % on eZ(M) (M a species) satisfies 
the following conditions: 
1. If two M-structures m, and nr2 are equivalent, then mr, 
m,EM[E] for some finite set E. 
2. % is invariant under relabeling; i.e., if m, % nr2 and f: E -+ F is a 
bijection, then M[f] m, z M[f] m,. 
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Define the quotient species M/x as 
(M/=)[E]= (m:rn~M[E]} 
(Ml= )CSlm = MU-1~ 
where m denotes the equivalence class of m. 
Let the functor p: e/(M) + el(M/x) be the projection morphism. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Suppose that (eZ(M), c, I) is a c-monoid. The 
equivalence relation zz is said to be compatible with c if 
1. For any (m,, m,), (m,, m;)EeZ(M) 0 ef(M), if po c(m,, mz) = 
poc(ml, m;) then p(mJ =p(m;). 
2. For any (m,, m,), (m,, m;) E e/(M) 0 cl(M) and i E Z, if 
pOc(ml, m,)=p(i) then p(m,)=p(i). 
3. The following diagram can be closed by c ~ : 





el(M/x ) U eZ(M/x ) & eZ(M/z ). 
If w  is compatible with c, then (el(M/z ), c, , I, ) is a c-monoid where 
I, = p(Z). 
EXAMPLE 3.9. Let I= a, a,. . . a, and I’ = b, 6,. ‘. b, be two linear orders 
of a finite set, E. For a fixed integer, k, set I z:k 1’ if Ai = Bi (1 < i< 
min(k, n)) where Ai = {a,: j = i (mod k)}, and Bi = { bj: j E i mod k)}. For 
example, 1234 x2 3412 zz 3214. The species L/xk can be represented by 
the species 
LCEI = {(A,, AI, . . . . A,): c Ai= E, /Ai1 =T(i, k, IEl)(l <i<k)}, 
where T(i, k, n) = 1 {je { 1, 2, . . . . n}:j= i (mod k)}l. Since z;k is compatible 
with the usual c-monoid on linear orders, el(L/x k) has a c-monoid 
structure. 
The generating function for catalan numbers has several interpretations. 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let A, be the species of L-enriched rooted trees 
(sometimes called ordered trees). It is known that 
tALCnIl= i’,, -, 
n=O 
-n 9 n2 1, 
where c, is the catalan number. 
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Think of the linear orders as enriching the edges leading to a node’s 
children (do not forget the leaves). For an ordered tree, t, let the tail be the 
last node visited in a depth first search of t beginning at the root, and 
visiting each node in the order specified by the linear order. Let the spine 
of t be the path from the root to the tail. 
Impose a c-monoid structure on ordered trees as follows. For t, . t, E 
A,. AJn], define c(t,, t2) = t as the tree formed by inserting an edge 
between the root of t, and the tail of t,; enrich the new edge as expected. 
See Fig. 3. 
Assume that n > 0. The interval [b, t] of the poset P, [n] will be a chain 
of cardinality 2 + the number of nodes on the spin with exactly one child. 
The ordered trees 6 and t are in the interval. Also, when t, . t, = t, the tail 
of t, is a leaf of t, and will only gain one child (the root of f2) in t. Conver- 
sely, if a node, x, on the spine of t has only one child, then t can be 
“clipped” on the edge between x and the child to create subtrees tl and tz 
such that ti . t2 = t. In Fig. 3, let I= 5. The interval is a chain by the 
structure of c. Let s(n) be the number of ordered trees on n nodes such that 
no spine node has only one child. Since only chains of length 0 or 1 con- 






MobA,‘(s)=l- C s(n)““= 2 
PI>0 n! 1+&z’ 
FIG. 3. The labels correspond to the order the nodes are visited in a DFS. The edges of 
a node are ordered from left to right. The head and tail of each tree is circled twice. 
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Example 3.11. Let Con+ be the species of order preserving, increasing 
(f(x) 2 x) contractions. Then AL = Con + as follows: for a linear order 
Ze L[E] and an order preserving, increasing contraction f: I + 1, the 
corresponding ordered tree has the fixed point (the maximum element of I) 
for the root; the children of a node x E E are the elements of the set f-‘(x) 
provided with the linear order induced by 1. Conversely, given an ordered 
tree, a linear order, 1, of the vertices is obtained by independently ordering 
each generation (vertices the same distance from the node) from left to 
right and then concatening the ordered segments from bottom up. The 
function f: I + 1 maps x to y if x is the child of y in the tree; the root is 
mapped to itself. See Fig. 4. 
Since the two species are isomorphic, Con+ has a c-monoid structure 
induced from A L; the product involves interleaving the underlying linear 
orders in an appropriate way. Alternately, define a c-monoid structure 
where for (f,: I, -+ I,, fi: I2 + I,) E Con + . Con+ [El, the product 
concatenates the linear orders I, and 12, maps the fixed point of fi to the 
minimum point of l,, and keeps the other assignments as before. The 
corresponding c-monoid structure on ordered trees inserts an edge between 
the root of the first tree and lowest level leftmost vertex of the second tree. 
For an order preserving, increasing contraction f: I + 1 with fixed 
point c, define 
h(x) = 
min f- ‘(x) if f-‘(x) # 0 
X otherwise 
H/(x) = u h-“(c). 
n>l 
Then s(n) as defined in the previous example also equals the number of 
order preserving, increasing contractions, f; on an n-element set such that 
no element of H, has indegree 1. 
FIG. 4. An ordered tree and the corresponding order preserving increasing function. 
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3.4. Substitution of Species 
A Hurwitz series C a,x”/n! with positive coefficients has a compositional 
inverse in the ring Z[ [xl] only when a, = 0 and a, = 1. This is reflected in 
the choice of species studied. As opposed to previous sections, attention 
here turns to assemblies of M-structures. 
Let b&o be the category whose objects are of the form eE( U,(M)) where 
M is a species such that \M[O] / = 0 and IM[ l] 1 = 1. The morphisms of & 
are the functors h: el(U,(M)) + el( U,(N)) induced by the morphisms 
U,(g): U,(M) + U,(N) which are themselves induced by the natural trans- 
formations g: M + N. For el( Ui,(M)) and el( u,,(N)) in .02,, define the 
product 0 as 
Showing that 0 has the desired properties requires some care. 
Let part: el( U,(M)) + er(I7,) be the forgetful functor which maps an 
assembly of M-structures to its associated partition. (I7, is the species of 
nonempty partitions.) Let 0 be a partition of a set E; for the partition 
z E Z~,[G], define as associated coinduced partition of I7,[ E] as 
indO( U B: CET . 
i BE C‘ I 
Consider el( U,(M)) and el( U,( N)) in do. Using the isomorphism 
U,(N(W) = (U,(N))(W, 
it is simple to verify that each object of el( U,(N(M)) can be represented 
as an ordered pair of assemblies (a,, az) where a, E el( U,(M)) and 
a2 E U,(N)[z,] for zI =part(a,). Consider the pair (aI, a*) as an assembly 
of N(M)-structures where part(a,, a2) = ind,,(z,) and 7t2 =part(a,). 
Let el(U,(M,)), eZ(U,(M2)), and el(U,,(M,)) be in &. Elements of 
U,((M,(M,))(M,)) will be of the form (a,, a;) where a, is an assembly of 
MI-structures, and a;E U,(M,(M,))[z,] where n, =part(a,). In 
addition, a; will be of the form (a,,a,) where a,E U,(M,)[zn,], and 
a3 E U,(M,)[lr,] for 7c2 =part(a,). Similarly, elements of OiO(M3(M2(M,))) 
will be of the form ((a,, a,), ax) where a, Eef(Ui,(M,)), a2E Uo(Mz)[n,], 
and a3 E U,(M,)[n;] with n; = ind,,(n,) by our convention. This proce- 
dure can be generalized in order to find a standard representation of any 
parenthesization for any number of species. 
The associativity of 0 can now be given explicitly. Define 
cc: (el(M,) 0 el(M2)) 0 el(M,) -+ el(M,) 0 (el(M,) 0 el(M,)) 
a((a,, a,), aI) = (aI, (a,, a;)), 
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where subpart (i= 1, 2, 3); f: ind,,(n,) --) rtn2 maps a block of the coin- 
duced partition back to the block of rc2 it came from (in symbols, f(C) = 
{Ben r : Br C}); and a; = U,(M,)[f] u3. 
At this point, the reader is encouraged to not be troubled by these 
technicalities, and simply think of an element (a,, Q) E U,(M(M))[E] as a 
pair of assemblies of M-structures where a, is built on E, and a, is built on 
blocks of the associated partition of a,. 
For a E e/( U,,(M)), define n(a) as the number of blocks in the associated 
partition. Always assume that a c-monoid in do is graded: for a finite 
set E, 
c(~o(MW))L-EI) s ~&WE1 
and if ~(a,, az) = c13, then A(a,) = n(a,). 
The identity elements for the c-monoids can be easily described. 
LEMMA 3.4 (Description of Identity Elements). Let (el(U,(M)), c, I) be 
a c-monoid of &. Then for any a E U,,(M)[E], 
1. iL(a) is the unique element of ylE,MIE]. 
2. i,(a) is the unique element ofrln,M[x] where n =part(a). 
Proof (1) For UE U,(M)[E], call E the subjacent set of a. In the 
product a, . a2 = a3, n(a,) is the size of the subjacent set of a2 because a2 
is built on the blocks of a,. 
Consider the case where iL(a) .a’= a. Since a’ is isomorphic to a, the 
sizes of the subjacent sets are equal (to [El). Thus l(i,(a)) is equal to [El, 
and only the unique element of ylE,MIE] has this property. 
(2) By definition, iR(u)E U,(M)[rr]. Since the c-monoid is graded, 
i,(a) has lwl parts. Only the unique element of y,,,M[n] has this 
property. 1 
By Lemma 3.1, a c-monoid (e,( U,(M)), c, I) in s(e induces a partial 
order on assemblies of M-structures by setting 
al 6, a3 iff there exists an a2 such that ~(a,, az) = us. 
For any finite set, E, let P,[E] be the poset 
P,CEl= (UdMCEI, G,>, 
where <c is the restriction of the partial order (el( U,(M)), Gc) to the 
elements of P, [El. Write P, [n] for P, [ (1, 2, . . . . n)]. 
EXAMPLE 3.12. A partition is an assembly of U,-structures where U is 
the uniform species. (el( U,( U,)), c, I) is a c-monoid where ~(71, z) = ind,(s) 
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for partitions (n, r) E el( U,( U,)) 0 eZ( U,( U,)). This induces the usual 
refinement order on partitions, and P,[E] is the partition poset I7[B]. 
As before, it will be shown that P, [E] depends only on the size of the 
set E. Furthermore, the sequence of posets (P,, br)nb 1 (P, = P,,,, [n]) will 
satisfy 
l (minimal element) For all n, P, has a 6. 
l (upper interval) For any n and a, E P,, I,, is isomorphic to Pj.C,O, 
where I,, is the upper order ideal of cl0 in P,. 
These properties will be crucial in defining a Mobius species MC- ’ ) with 
the desired qualities. 
More precisely, for any bijection f: E -+ F between finite sets, define 
PM Cfl : PM [El + PM [Fl as 
P, Cfl a = U,(M)[fl a, 
where a~ el( U,(M)). For m E M[E], let {m} denote the assembly con- 
sisting only of the M-structure m. 
THEOREM 3.4. The family of posers (P, [E] : E a finite set} satisfies the 
following properties: 
1. P, [f ] : P, [E] -+ P, [F] is an order isomorphism. 
2. P,[E] has a 0 equal to the unique element of ylE, M[E]. 
3. For a E PM [El, the upper order ideal I, = {a’ E P, [E] : a <C a’} is 
isomorphic to P, [n] where 7-t =part(a). 
4. For a=(m B:mBEWBII and x=part(a), the interval [& a] of 
P, [E] is isomorphic to the direct product 
where [a, {m,}] is an interval of P, [B] for all blocks B E 71. 
Proof (1) Follows from the commutativity of the diagram 





UdWWKFI --k u,(WCFl. 
(2) Follows from the left identity property for a c-monoid and 
Lemma 3.4. 
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(3) It is enough to consider the restriction of the isomorphism @ in 
Lemma 3.2 to PM[c71]. 
(4) An assembly a’ E [a, a] can be expressed as the union of the 
assemblies built on the blocks of 7~: a’= u ak, where C&E U,(M)[B] and 
BE rc. There exists an assembly a” = {mb : m, E M[B], ‘Be z} such that 
~(a’, a”) = u. Furthermore, 
and 
is the desired isomorphism. 1 
The inverse species M (-I) can now be defined. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let (ef( U,(M)), c, I) be a c-monoid in JX&. Define the 
inverse Mobius species MC-‘) 
MC-‘)[E] = {[a, {m}] : m E M[E]} 
MC-‘>CflCO, {m}l= t3 {MCSlm}l, 
where [b, {m}] is an interval of P, [El, and f: E --) F is a bijection 
between finite sets. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (el( U,,(M)), c, I) be a c-monoid in &. Then 
Mob M<-‘>(x) = M(x)<-‘>. 
Proof: The composition of the generating functions for A4 and MC-‘) 
is 
c IW-‘>Cklll 
k! +WX))~= c W-‘>[klll .y,(M)(x). krl k21 
The desired generating function equality will hold when 
Using the upper interval condition, the proof is analagous to that of 
Theorem 3.3. 1 
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For the sequence of posets (P,, fc)na ,, the Whitney numbers W(n, k) 
and w(n, k) 
Win, k) = IvdWCnll 
w(n, k)= C ~~(6 a) 
lJEPn 
i(u)=k 
will be the connecting coefficients between a polynomial sequence of bino- 
mial type and its umbra1 inverse. These kinds of poset sequences have been 
studied in [2, 5, 8, lo]. The next example will examine “Reiner’s posets” 
[8] via the language of species and c-monoids. 
EXAMPLE 3.13. (1) (partitions) For the uniform species, U, the 
c-monoid structure on eE( U,( U,)) induces the usual refinement order on 
partitions (see Example 3.12). The Whitney numbers of the first (w(n, k)) 
and second ( W(n, k)) kind are the Stirling numbers of the first and second 
kind. 
(2) (permutations) C is the species of cyclic permutations. Represent 
a cycle 0 E C [n] by the word (1, o(l), a*(l), . ..). An assembly of cyclic per- 
mutations is a permutation. Given (71, a) E C,(C,)[n], the product takes 
the cycles of 7c and concatenates them in the order specified by a, beginning 
with the word containing 1. For example, if rc = ((1, 5,3)(2,4)(6)} and 
a = (B,, B,, B,) where the blocks of the associated partition of rr are 
B, = { 1, 3, 5}, B2 = (2, 4}, and B, = (6}, then the product is 
(1, 5, 3, 6, 2, 4). It is simple to generalize the product to el( U,(C,(C,))); 
subsequent examples will give the product c: el(M(M)) -+ e/(M) and 
assume the generalization. The generating function for C,( - log( 1 - x)) 
and C<-l) (-(e-l- 1)) 
(3; 
are compositional inverses as expected. 
(linear partitions) A linear partition is a partition together with 
a linear order on the elements in each block. The species of linear partitions 
is U,(L,) where L is the species of linear orders. The product of 
(T-C,, a,) E L,(L,)[n] concatenates the ordered blocks of n, in the order 
specified by a,. In the induced partial order, rc, <, r, if n, 6,, rI as partitions, 
and the linear order on each block of rr, is a continuous segment of the 
linear order of a block of r,. 
(4) (pointed partitions) A pointed partition is a partition where each 
block has a specially marked element. The species of pointed partitions is 
U,( U,*). The product, r*, of (rr*, a*) E U,( U:)[n] treats the partitions as 
before; the marked element of a block in r* will be the marked element of 
the marked block of rr* . The generating function for U$- ’ ) is (xer)( ~ ’ ). 
Later in this subsection, this procedure will be generalized to any 
pointed M-structure (M a species) 
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(5) (rooted forests) The species of rooted forests is U,,(A,) where A 
is the species of rooted trees. For (a,, 1,)~A,(&)[n], the product 
t =~(a,, t2) will have all of the edges in a, plus a few more defined as 
follows: for every pair of trees m, and m2 in a, such that the associated 
blocks form an edge of t2, insert an edge between the roots of m, and m2, 
The root of t will be the root of the tree in a, whose associated block is 
the root of t,. 
The generating function for the species of rooted forests is C,, 2 i nflP ‘x”/n! 
and the generating function for the compositional inverse is xePx. 
Shortly, c-monoids for enriched trees will be given. 
(6) (parenthesization) A parenthesization of a set, E, is a linear order 
on E (e.g., x1x2.. .x,) viewed as a product of n elements along with a 
parenthesization such that there is no ambiguity as to the meaning of the 
product. Let Par be the species of parenthesization (Par-[01 = 0). Then 
ef( U,(Par)) is a c-monoid where the product is the substitution of 
parentheses. Par is isomorphic to the species of ordered binary trees with 
labels on the external vertices. This is isomorphic to the species of ordered 
rooted trees. See Fig. 5. 
Recall the notion of a quotient species M/z where x is a suitable 
equivalence relation on M-structures. For a c-monoid (el( U,(M)), c, I) in 
&, the equivalence relation is said to be compatible with c if it satisfies 
conditions analogous to those given in Definition 3.4. If x is compatible, 
then (eZ(U,(M/z)), c,, I,) is a c-monoid in dO. 
FIG. 5. [[(ab)(cd)]((ef)g)] + (((ab)(cd))((ef) g)) and the isomorphic tree structures. 
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EXAMPLE 3.14. A compatible equivalence relation on the species of 
parenthesization yields a subclass of the U-relations defined in [8]. 
Examples of c-monoids obtained by this procedure include commutative 
parenthesizations, rooted forests, partitions, and linear partitions. 
Given a c-monoid (el( M), c, I) in &. , a c-monoid (el( U,(A,)), c,+,, I,+,) 
in C& of M-enriched rooted forests can be constructed. Since lM[O]l = 1, 
IA, [l] 1 = 1 and the identity I, is as expected. The definition of 
the product requires a little more care. An enriched tree T, E A, [E] 
is of the form (T, (mr)xeE ) where TE ACE] is a rooted tree and m, is 
an M-structure on the fiber of the vertex X. An element (a, T,) of 
A,(A,,, [E]) is of the form 
where n is the associated partition of the assembly, a. Define the product 
~,(a, TM)= (Tzr Cml)rcB) as follows: the tree T, is obtained by taking 
the product of rooted forests {T,:ll~n}.T, as defined in Example3.13. 
The fibers of T2 are enriched by setting 
tn\ = 
c(m,, mi) if x is the root of some tree T, 
my otherwise, 
where rni = M [ f ] mB, and f is the bijection which maps a block BE n to 
the root of the tree T,. See Fig. 6. 
It is difficult to show that (el(U,(A,)), cM, lM) is a c-monoid. Further- 
more, 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that (el( M), c, I) is a c-monoid in A@‘. , and 
FIG. 6. Composition of M-enriched rooted trees. 
607!85il-9 
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e4U0(AM)), cMy IM) is the c-monoid defined above. Then the Miibius species 
X. AC ’ can be imbedded into A ,$ ’ ). In addition, 
AL-‘)=X.M-’ - 
ProoJ: The species X. M can be imbedded into A,,, by mapping a 
X. M-structure to the associated M-bush. (See Fig. 7.) By the definition of 
c~, it is easy to verify that the Mobius species W[E] = { [6, {m}] : m E X. 
M[E]} is isomorphic to X. M-l. All intervals in this proof are assumed 
to be intervals of P,,,, unless otherwise specified. 
To prove the equipotence A, (G’) E X. M-l, it is enough to show that for 
any finite set, E, and any enriched tree TM E A, [El, 
~(6, {T,,,,})#O implies that T,,,,EX.M[E]. 
The following theorem will be needed to prove this. 
THEOREM 3.7 (Rota [9]). Let Q be a locally finite poser, and let 
-: Q -+ Q be a closure relation (x <X, 2 = X, and x < y implies X < J for all 
x, y E Q.) Then for any pair x, y E Q, 
1 /4(x,2)=0 if x<x, 
ZEQ 
z=y 
where p is the Miibius function of Q. 
Some notation is needed before defining a suitable closure relation. For 
an enriched tree T,,,,E A,[B], let E = (x,, x2, . . . . xk} be the set of children 
of the root, x0. Let T,,i be the subtree of T, rooted at xi; let Bi be the 
set of vertices of TM. i. Then T,, in A,[Bi] and {(x0}, B1, . . . . Bk} is a 
partition of B. 
Consider the interval Q = [o, {T,}]. Define the assembly a,= 
{x,, T,w, 1, Tzw.2, -.., T,,,, k} E Q, and the order ideal of Q, Z,, = {a, E Q : 
a, <, a, }. For a E Q, define the closure relation 
yv T\v 
bo) CbJ 
FIG. 7. (a) An M-bush. (b) An enriched tree TM. 
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By the definition of the product cM, all assemblies a E Q have the form 
in Fig. 8 where E, = {xi,, xi2, . . . . xi,} c E, and uj 6, { TM. j} in the poset 
P,,M [B,] for j E E - E, . Hence, 5 is well defined, and one can easily verify 
that this is a closure. 
By Theorem 3.7, with Q = [b, (T,,}], x = 6, and y = {TM}, 
c ,u(&a)=p(6, {T,})=O if a<,,a. 
atQ a = : T.4, i 
But b = a,, and a, = 6 iff T,, ; = xi ( 1 < i 6 k), in other words, when TM is 
an M-bush. 1 
EXAMPLE 3.15. The species A, of ordered trees has a c-monoid 
structure induced by the c-monoid structure on linear orders in &. . (See 
Example 3.4.) 
Recall that the species UC,, of sets of size a multiple of k has a c-monoid 
structure in &.. (See Example 3.8.) Therefore, the species A,,,, of rooted 
trees where each vertex has a multiple of k children inherits a c-monoid 
structure in do. 
EXAMPLE 3.16. A c-monoid structure for L(,,-enriched trees (see 
Example 3.8) is more readily understood in the context of k-parenthesiza- 
tions. A k-parenthesization of a finite set E is defined recursively as follows: 
FIG. 8. Closure relation on assemblies of enriched rooted trees. 
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1. If E= {a}, P= a is the unique k-parenthesization. 
2. If IEl 2 k + 1, the k-perenthesizations on E are expressions of the 
form (P1.Pz..sPk+l ) where {E,, E,, . . . . E,, , } is a partition of E and Pi 
is a k-parenthesization of Ei (16 i < k + 1). 
Let Fk be the species of k-parenthesizations; F, is the species of 
parenthesization. Fk is naturally isomorphic to the species of ordered 
rooted trees with labelled external vertices where each internal vertex has 
k + 1 children. There is also an isomorphism 0 between Fk and the species 
A L,k, of ordered rooted trees whose vertices have a multiple of k children. 
See Fig. 9 for k = 2. 
Fk has a c-monoid structure where the product ck is substitution of 
k-parenthesization. The c-monoid eZ(&,,, cck), I,,,) also induces a c-monoid 
structure on A,,,, and the two structures are the same, i.e., Fk = AL,,) and 
ck = CL,tb. 
EXAMPLE 3.17. Consider the equivalence relation % on k-parenthesiza- 
tions 
where 0 ranges over all permutations of (1,2, . . . . k + 1 }. The quotient 
species Fk J z of commutative k-parenthesizations hars a c-monoid 
structure induced by the projection p: Fk + Fk/z. FJw is the species of 
U-triangles studied in [8]. 
Once a c-monoid structure (eZ( U,(M), c, I)) is understood for assem- 
blies of M-structures, it is simple to define a c-monoid structure 
(eZ( U,(M*), c*, I*)) on assemblies of pointed M-structures. Namely, for 
({(m,, xe) : Ben}, h B,))EM*(M*CEI), set 
c*({h, xs) : B+, Cm, B,))= (c({%: B-d, ~1, +J. 
The right identity of an assembly QE U,(M*)[E] will be the unique 
element of yEM*[E]; similarly for the left identity. 
yyq7.J 
FIG. 9. The 2-parenthesization ((( 1.2.3).4.(5.6.7))) and isomorphic tree structures. 
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FIG. 10. Product of simple, connected graphs and pointed graphs. 
EXAMPLE 3.18. The species A* of vertebrates (see [4]) has a c-monoid 
structure induced by the c-monoid structure on rooted trees (see Example 
3.13). 
EXAMPLE 3.19. Let G be the species of simple, connected graphs. 
Assemblies of G-structures have a c-monoid structure be setting 
c({g,: Ben}, g,)=g where ({g,:Bcn), gi)EG(G)[E]; (x, y} is an 
edge of the graph g E G[E] if (i) {x, JJ} is an edge of some graph g,, BE rc, 
or (ii) the associated blocks of x and y form an edge in g,. See Fig. 10. 
A c-monoid structure on assemblies of pointed, simple, connected graphs 
can be defined in two different ways. First of all, there is the process given 
above. 
Alternatively, define (el( U,(G*), c’, I’)) by c( ((g,, xe) : BE n}, (g,, B,)) 
= (g’, x,); (x, JJ} is an edge of g’ if (i) {x, JJ} is an edge of some graph 
g,, BE rr, or (ii) x is the marked element of one block in 71, y is the marked 
element of another block in n, and the two blocks form an edge of g,. See 
Fig. 10. 
These two c-monoid structures on ef( U,(G*)) produce non-isomorphic 
posets. The reader can verify this by constructing the posets P,.[3] for the 
two multiplications. 
4. SPECIES IN SEVERAL VARIABLES 
In this subsection, the definitions and combinatorial operations for 
multivariate species given in [4] will be reviewed; at the same time, the 
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corresponding definitions and combinatorial operations for Miibius species 
will be given. 
For k a non-negative integer, let B“ = B x ... x B be the product 
category of k copies of B. A multivariate species is defined as a functor 
M:Bk+B, For E=(E,,E, ,..., Ek) E Bk, M [E] is the set of M-structures 
on the sequence of sets, E. E can be visualized as a label &et with k colors. 
The generating function for A4 is the k-variable formal power series 
where n=(n,,n,, . . . . nk)efVk, x” denotes the monomial x;‘x1;2.. . x;k, and 
n!=n,!n,!...n k !. The generating function for A4 is sometimes denoted by 
M(x). 
Similarly, a multivariate Miibius species is defined as a functor 
M: Bk --t Int. The generating function for M is the k-variable formal power 
series 
Mijb M(x,, x2, . . . . x,1= c II~C~III xn/n!. 
nslhlk 
The sum of multivariate species is clearly defined in both cases. For E, 
F, GEB~, write E=F+G if Ei=Fi+G, (l<i<k). The product of two 
multivariate species M and N is given by 
M.N[E] = 1 M[F] x N[GJ. 
E=F+G 
The product of two multivariate Miibius species M and N is given by 
M.N[E]= 1 M[F] 5 N[G]. 
E=F+G 
It is simple to verify that the generating functions of the product is equal 
to the product of the generating functions. 
A partition of EE Bk is a set 71 = {C} of blocks where CE Bk, 
C#O= (0,0, . . . . 01, and E=IXcEn C. For E = 0, the unique partition of 
E is the empty set R = { >. Let rick, denote the multivariate species of par- 
titions of objects in B,. Suppose that N is a multivariate species such that 
N[O] = 0. An assembly of N-structures on E& Bk is a partition of E where 
each block is provided with an N-structure. For n a non-negative integer, 
the divided nth power y,,(N) of N is the multivariate species of all assemblies 
of N-structures consisting of n members. The generating function of y,(N) 
satisfies 
y,(N)(x) = N(x)“/n!. 
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The exponential exp(N) of N is the multivariate species of all assemblies of 
N-structures. 
A multipartition rc = (x1, z2, . . . . rck)e (n,,,)k [E] is a sequence of 
partitions such that 
f 1 C=E. 
i=l Ccn, 
Let A4 be a multivariate species in k variables, and N,, N,, . . . . N, be a 
sequence of multivariate species in d variables such that N, [0] = @ 
(1 < i d k). The substitution M(N, , N?, . . . . Nk) of M and N, , N2, . . . . Nk is 
the multivariate species 
MN,, N,, . . . . N,)CEI = c fj n N; CC1 x MCZI, 
n i=l Ctn, 
where the sum is over all multipartitions rc in (Z7,,,)k [El, and M[rc] 
denotes M[rcl, rrcz, .. . . zk]. Furthermore, 
MN,, N,, . . . . N/c)(x) = MN,(+Y), N,b), . . . . N/c(x)). 
The definition and generating function identity for multivariate Mobius 
species are similar. 
For a finite set, A, let (A), denote (@, . . . . @, A, 0, . . . . O)eBk with A in 
position i. The multivariate species X,, 1, and UCk, in k variables are 
defined as 
X,[E] = w  
if E = (H), for a singleton set H 
0 otherwise 
1 [E] = w  
if E=O 
0 otherwise 
u ck7 = exp(X, + Xz + . + X,) 
= U(X, + A-2 + . . . + X,). 
The last multivariate species can be represented as UCk, [E] = {E}. 
Note that in the definition of substitution, attention turned to a sequence 
of multivariate species N,, NT, . . . . Nk. 
The theory of c-monoids and compositional inverses for multivariate 
species will use this notion of sequences extensively; the formal language 
for this will now be developed. 
A system of multivariate species is defined as a functor M: Bk -+ Bk. M 
should be regarded as a sequence of multivariate species (M,, M,, . . . . Mk). 
The generating function for M is the sequence of formal power series 
M(x) = (M,(X), M,(-x), . . . . M&(X)). 
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A system of multivariate Miibius species is defined as a functor 
M: Bk + I& the definition of a generating function is similar to the above. 
For n E Nk and a system of multivariate species N = (N,, N,, . . . . Nk) with 
N[O] = 0, the dioided nth power y,(N) of N is the multivariate species 
Y,(N)(X) = n y,(Ni). 
The generating function for y,(N) satisfies 
Y,(N)(X) = n (Ni(x)P/ni!. 
The analog for a system of multivariate Mobius species is obvious. 
An element of y,(N) is a multiassembly a = (a,, a2, . . . . ak) where aj is an 
assembly of Ni-structures and the associated partition rrj of ai has ni blocks. 
Call the sequence or = (n,, rc2, . . . . zk) the associated multipartition of a. 
Let N = (N,, NZ, . . . . Nk) be a system of multivariate species such that 
N[O] = 0. The exponential multivariate species U,,,(N) is defined as 
U,,,(N) = c y,(N) = exp(N, + N, + ... + Nk). 
” 
Suppose that M = (M,, M,, . . . . Mk) and N = (N,, N,, . . . . Nk) are systems 
of multivariate species such that N[O] = 0. The substitution of M and N is 
the system of multivariate species 
M(N) = (M,(N), M,(N), . . . . M,(N)), 
where Mi(N) is the composition M,(Nr , N,, . . . . Nk) defined earlier. The 
definition for systems of multivariate Mobius species is similar. 
Let JtkI.o denote the category of multivariate species M where 
M[O] = @; the morphisms are the natural transformations between multi- 
variate species. The objects of the product category (JCk,,o)k are the 
systems of multivariate species M with M [0] = 0. 
4.1. C-Monoids and the Compositional Inverse 
The study of c-monoids with respect to the operations of sum and 
product of multivariate species is similar to that of (single-variable) species. 
This subsection will examine c-monoids and the inverse species for the 
operation of substitution of systems ,of multivariate species. 
Let &tkI, ,, be the category whose objects are of the form e/( utkI, ,(M)) 
where U [k,, o = U[k, - 1, M = (Ml, Mz, . . . . MdE (J[k],dk, and IMiC({xI)ill 
= 1. The morphisms of &tk], 0 are the functors h: eZ( Uck,, ,(M)) + 
el( utkI, ,(N)) induced by the morphisms UCkl, 0(@): Uckl, ,(M) --, 
U,,,.,(N) where @: M + N is a natural transformation. 
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For el( Uck,, ,(M)) and el( Uck,, ,(N)) in &rk,,O, define the product 0 as 
The product 0 is associative by an argument similar to that given for the 
substitution of species. 
A functor h is a morphism in ~!r,,,~ if it commutes with the forgetful 
functor mparr: el( Uck,, ,(M)) -+ el( (rick, )k - 1) which maps a multiassembly 
of M-structures to its associated multipartition. Given r E ((Z7,,,)k - l)[o] 
where CJ is a multipartition of E, deline the coinduced multipartition of (T by 
T  as 
ind,(z) = (ind,(z, ), ind,(rz), . . . . ind,(z,)), 
where 
As before, an element of the multivariate species ULk7, ,(F(M, , Mz, . . . . Mk)) 
for F a parenthesization and M, , Mz, . . . . M, E (Jr,,, O)k can be represented 
as F(a,, a,, . . . . ak) where ai is a multiassembly of M,-structures. The asso- 
ciativity of 0 is given by 
~1: (e4UC~-l.0(M1)) 0 e4UCkl,dMz))) 0 e4UCkI.dM3)) 
-~UCPI.~(MI)) q (e4U~k~,dM~)) q e4UCkl,dM3))) 
a((a,, %I, 6) = (a,, (a,, a;)), 
where 4 = uckl. dM3Kfl a,,f is the natural isomorphism between 
ind,(r) and r(f,(C)= {B ETA: BcC) (l<idk)), and a=mpart(a,), 
T  = mpart( az). 
Assume that a c-monoid in dLk,, O is graded: for E E Bk, 
c(Upc,,o(M(M))[El) S u,,,.,(M)[El 
and if c(a, a’) = a” for the multiassemblies a’= (a’,, a;, . . . . a;) and a” = 
(a;, a;, . ..) al) then for all i, the associated partitions of ai and a:’ have the 
same number of blocks. 
The identity elements can be readily described. 
LEMMA 4.1 (Description of Identity Elements). Let (el( UIk,, ,(M)), c, I) 
be a c-monoid of &[kl, O with c = (cl, cl, . . . . ck). Let u(s), denote the unique 
element of Mi[({s))i]. For anJ multiassembl?, a in Uckl. ,(M)[E] 
(E= (4 > E,, . . . . E,)) 
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1. iL(a) = ({II(x) l;xEE,), {W,;x~E*),..., {w,;xEEk)) 
2. bd4=((4B),;B~nl}, {G%;Bw},..., {v(B),;B-k}), 
where (zl, zn2, . . . . 7~~) = mpart(a). 
A c-monoid (el( U,,,,,(M)), c, I) induces a partial order on the multi- 
assemblies of M-structures. For the poset 
the 0 = i,(a) where a is any multiassembly in P,[E]. Visualize 6 as a set 
of colored vertices with k colors; then a multiassembly a in P,[E] is 
formed by “joining” the colored vertices in some prescribed manner. 
THEOREM 4.1. For a c-monoid (el(Ut,,,,(M)), c, I) in J&‘~~].~, the family 
of posets {P, [E] : E E Bk} satisfies the following properties: 
1. For any isomorphism f: E + F in Bk, the map P, [f ] : 
PM[E]-+ P,[F] defined by PM[f]a=UCk,.O(M)[f]a is an order 
isomorphism. 
2. For a E P, [E], the upper order ideal Z, in P, [E] is isomorphic to 
P, [x] where 7~ = mpart(a). 
3. rf a=((mB, : B, EZ~}, {yTBz: B2~x2}, ,.., {mBk: B,E~c~})E 
P,[E] (mg,E Mi [Bi]), the interval [0, a] is isomorphic to the product 
a!<, BFn Co, (Irn&>il, 
I 1 
where [b, ( (m,>)i] is an interval of P, [Bi]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let (el(UCk,,O(M)), c, I) be a c-monoid of dLkI,o. 
Componentwise, define the inverse system of multivariate Mobius species 
MC-‘) as 
M,<-‘)[E]= {[b, ({m))i] :mEMj[E]} 
M’-‘)Cf ICQ ({m}Ll= PI ({Wflm)M (1 <i<k), 
where C& ({m}M is an interval of P, [E] and f: E + F is an isomorphism 
in Bk. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (el( lJck3. ,(M)), c, I) be a c-monoid of zILkI, 0. Then 
Mob M(-‘)(M(x)) 
= (Mob kIP”(M(x)), Mob M;-‘>(M(x)), . . . . Mob MiP’)(M(x))) 
= txl > x2, . . . . xk). 
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Proof: Similar to the proof for composition of species. 1 
For a c-monoid (el(UCk,,,JM)), c, I) in JzZ~~,,~, the generalized Whitney 
numbers of PM[E] (no Nk) 
are the connecting coefficients between two inverse multivariate binomial 
families and the family of powers {x:‘,x?. . ..Y:}. 
EXAMPLE 4.1 (Colored Rooted Trees). Let (A,, A,, . . . . Ak) be the 
system of multivariate species where Aj is the multivariate species of 
k-colored rooted trees where the root is of color i. Each Ai satisfies the 
equation 
A;=X;U[,,(A,,Az, -,Ak) 
=X,.exp(A,+A?+ ... +A,). 
A c-monoid can be defined on this system of multivariate species. See 
Fig. 11 for a representation of the product for k = 2. 
The associated binomial families are the multivariate Abel family 
{Ah, 4>* (a = (- 1, -1, . ..’ -1)) and its umbra1 inverse. See [3]. 
A differential matrix can be associated to a system of multivariate species 
M E (Jr,,. ojk: 
D=(di,,)=(M,C({x}!,l). 
When M has a c-monoid structure (el(UCk,JM)), c, I), the differential 
matrix will satisfy the following conditions: 
1. di,i=l (l<ibk) 
2. the relation R defined on the index set (1, 2, . . . . k} as iRj iff di,i# 0 
is an order relation. 
In the previous example, the differential matrix was simply the identity 
matrix. In the next example, a c-monoid with a different differential matrix 
will be given. 
FIG. 11. Coloredrootedtrees;E=/{l,3.5}.{2,4.6)) 
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FIG. 12. Examples of MI, M,, and M, structures (labels are not shown). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. For E= (E,, E,, E,) E B3, think of E, as the set of white 
vertices, E, as the set of black vertices, and E, as the set of grey vertices. 
Let M, be the multivariate species of rooted trees whose nodes are the 
colored vertices and whose root is colored white. A triangular structure is 
a M,-structure with a triangle drawn around it. 
Let MZ be the multivariate species of rooted trees whose nodes are the 
colored vertices or the triangular structures, and whose root is a black 
vertex or a triangular structure. A rectangular structure is a &I,-structure 
with a rectangle drawn around it. 
Let M3 be the multivariate species of rooted trees whose nodes are the 
colored vertices or the rectangular structures and whose root is a grey 
vertex or a rectangular structure. See Fig. 12. 
M = (M,, M2, M3) is a system of multivariate species; a c-monoid 
structure can be readily constructed. See Fig. 13 for an example of 
P,C{al, {bl, (c)l. 
FIG. 13. P,[{Q}, {b}, (c)l 
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APPENDIX : NOTATION 
field of complex numbers 






generating function for the species M 
Mobius generating function for the Mobius 
species M 
Stirling number of the first kind 
Stirling number of the second kind 
species of rooted trees 
species of M-enriched rooted trees 
species of cyclic permutations 
species of contractions (one fixed point) 
species of order preserving maps 
species of k-parenthesizations 
species of linear orders 
species of parenthesization 
species of permutations 
uniform species 
species of vertebrates 
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Note added in proqf: In a forthcoming publication, applications of this work to the 
plethystic case [6, 71 will be given. 
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